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Abstract

Understanding the types and functions of genes that are able to cross species bound-
aries—and those that are not—is an important step in understanding the forces main-
taining species as largely independent lineages across the remainder of the genome.
With large next-generation sequencing data sets we are now able to ask whether intro-
gression has occurred across the genome, and multiple methods have been proposed to
detect the signature of such events. Here, we introduce a new summary statistic that
can be used to test for introgression, RNDmin, that makes use of the minimum pairwise
sequence distance between two population samples relative to divergence to an out-
group. We find that our method offers a modest increase in power over other, related
tests, but that all such tests have high power to detect introgressed loci when migra-
tion is recent and strong. RNDmin is robust to variation in the mutation rate, and
remains reliable even when estimates of the divergence time between sister species are
inaccurate. We apply RNDmin to population genomic data from the African mosquitoes
Anopheles quadriannulatus and A. arabiensis, identifying three novel candidate regions
for introgression. Interestingly, one of the introgressed loci is on the X chromosome,
but outside of an inversion separating these two species. Our results suggest that sig-
nificant, but rare, sharing of alleles is occurring between species that diverged more
than 1 million years ago, and that application of these methods to additional systems
are likely to reveal similar results.
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Introduction

The increasing availability of whole-genome sequencing
data has shed new light on speciation and the genomic
patterns of divergence between closely related lineages
(e.g. Kulathinal et al. 2009; Renaut et al. 2012; Cui et al.
2013; Martin et al. 2013; Brandvain et al. 2014; Brawand
et al. 2014; Carneiro et al. 2014; J!onsson et al. 2014;
Lamichhaney et al. 2015). This work has supported the
view that diverging populations can hybridize after
considerable periods of time apart, and has shown that

traces of introgression via secondary contact can be
found in the genomes of diverse taxa. For instance,
Neandertal alleles are found in modern European
humans (Green et al. 2010), and introgression of colour-
pattern genes between species of Heliconius butterflies
may have played a role in an adaptive radiation (The
Heliconius Genome Consortium 2012). Many other
instances of introgression have been found, possibly
with adaptive consequences (e.g. Song et al. 2011; Brand
et al. 2013; Norris et al. 2015; reviewed in Hedrick 2013).
Understanding the types and functions of gene that are
able to cross species boundaries, as well as those that
are not introgressed, is an important step in
understanding the forces maintaining species as largely
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independent lineages across the remainder of the
genome (Seehausen et al. 2014). Therefore, the develop-
ment of methods that can accurately identify when
introgression is taking place—and the precise regions
that are introgressed—is now an active area of research.
The genetic signatures of introgression are not always

readily apparent, and can be masked by a number of
factors (cf. Cruickshank & Hahn 2014). This is especially
true when introgression is rare across the genome, and
exists only in small “islands of introgression” (Garrigan
et al. 2012). In these cases the goal is to identify these
islands accurately, and methods have been developed to
do this using both an approximate Bayesian computa-
tion framework (Roux et al. 2013) or a fully Bayesian
framework (Sousa et al. 2013). However, model-based
methods may fail because multiple aspects of the under-
lying model are violated in real data. For detecting intro-
gression between sister species, multiple summary
statistic methods have been developed (e.g. Joly et al.
2009; Geneva et al. 2015) all of which depend on the
notion that introgressed regions will show higher simi-
larity between species than nonintrogressed regions.
These methods can also be prone to false positives, and
may not be sensitive to all introgression events. Because
introgressed regions should have higher sequence simi-
larity than background (nonintrogressed) regions,
regions of lower mutation rate can mimic introgressed
regions. Conversely, introgression soon after a specia-
tion event may be difficult to identify because there is
extensive sharing of alleles due to incomplete lineage
sorting (ILS). Finally, if the introgression was recent or
of low magnitude, individuals sampled from the recipi-
ent taxon simply may not carry an introgressed lineage,
or only a small fraction of individuals will carry one. An
ideal measure of introgression should be robust and
powerful under a variety of such conditions.
In this article, we introduce a new test for introgres-

sion and apply it to population genomic data from mos-
quitoes in the genus Anopheles: the sister species,
A. quadriannulatus and A. arabiensis (Fontaine et al. 2015).
Our test is a natural extension of other recent methods
(Joly et al. 2009; Geneva et al. 2015), and is based on the
minimum sequence divergence found between haplo-
types in sister taxa. We find that our new statistic offers
a modest increase in power over others that use popula-
tion genetic data, and that it is robust to multiple viola-
tions that may confound inferences using other tests.

Materials and methods

We consider the situation in which we want to identify
introgressed regions between sister lineages. Such cases
exclude the use of powerful methods that can only be
used with three or more lineages because they are

based on the different topologies produced by
hybridization (i.e. the “ABBA-BABA” test and related
D- and F-statistics; Huson et al. 2005; Reich et al. 2009;
Green et al. 2010; Durand et al. 2011; Patterson et al.
2012; Liu et al. 2014; Pease & Hahn 2015). The data col-
lected may consist of a single sequence from each spe-
cies or multiple sequences from each species, with or
without an outgroup (assumed to have no possibility of
introgression). We can also consider both phased and
unphased data, though the statistic we propose requires
phased haplotypes.
Given multiple sequences from within two species,

the most well-known method for identifying intro-
gressed loci is the fixation index, FST (Wright 1931). FST
does not require an outgroup and can be calculated
from single SNPs or other markers; it does not require
full sequence data. If full sequence data is obtained FST
does not require phased data, though there are several
related statistics that do use phased haplotypes (e.g.
Hudson et al. 1992). FST quantifies the normalized dif-
ference in allele frequencies between populations, and
exceptionally low values of FST at a locus relative to the
background are a good indicator of gene flow.
However, several factors can confound inferences of

migration using FST, including natural selection (Char-
lesworth 1998; Noor & Bennett 2009; Cruickshank &
Hahn 2014). An alternative measure that is largely
robust to the effects of linked selection is dXY. If we
define dx,y as number of sequence differences between
any two sequences, x and y, in two taxa, X and Y (di-
vided by the number of sites compared), then dXY is the
average distance between all sequences in the two spe-
cies. Low values of dXY indicate recent introgression.
Note that calculations of dXY do not require the
sequences to be phased, and could use only one
sequence from each species (often this is denoted sim-
ply as d). Neither dXY nor FST are very sensitive to the
presence of low-frequency migrants (Geneva et al.
2015). This means that analyses using these statistics
alone will fail to detect recent introgression (e.g. Murray
& Hare 2006).
To detect even rare introgressed lineages, Joly et al.

(2009) proposed using the minimum sequence distance
between any pair of haplotypes from two taxa. Defining
dx,y as above, the minimum sequence distance, dmin, is
minx2X;y2Yfdx;yg, the minimum distance among all pair-
ings of haplotypes in the two species. The logic behind
this method is that any two sequences that are highly
similar to each other—and therefore represent a coales-
cence more recent than the population divergence time
—can only be explained by introgression (Fig. 1). By
comparing the observed dmin to the expected values
under a no-migration model, we can obtain positive
evidence for introgression when the observed value is
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in the lower tail of this distribution (below some speci-
fied P-value). The null distribution of dmin when there
is no migration is generally produced via coalescent
simulations, but could simply be a comparison among
genomic regions if the expectation is that most did not
introgress. This method has high power when its
assumptions are met (Joly et al. 2009), but it makes a
number of assumptions that are likely to be violated
quite often.
The most important assumption made by both dXY

and dmin is that there is no variation in the neutral
mutation rate among loci. Variation among loci with
low neutral mutation rates can be mistaken for a locus
that has experienced a recent introgression event, unless
this variation is explicitly included in the simulated null
model. Multiple solutions have been proposed to
account for mutation rate variation. One such alterna-
tive (that does not require haplotypes) is to account for
the relative node depth (RND) of the two taxa com-
pared to an outgroup (Feder et al. 2005). RND is
defined as the quotient of dXY between the two species
to the average distance from each to an outgroup:

RND ¼ dXY

dout

where dout = (dXO + dYO)/2, and dXO is the average dis-
tance between species X and the outgroup, O, while
dYO the average distance between species Y and the
outgroup. Low substitution rates are reflected in short-
ened branch lengths both between X and Y and
between each of them and the outgroup. Therefore,
RND is robust to low mutation rates as long as muta-
tion rates have been constant across the tree. However,
RND is still not sensitive to low-frequency migrants.

Geneva et al. (2015) introduced a method that is rela-
tively sensitive to recent migration, while still being
robust to variation in mutation rates. Their test statistic,
Gmin, is defined as:

Gmin
dmin

dXY

where dmin and dXY are the same as above. Because a
lower mutation rate is expected to affect all haplotypes
equally, the normalization by the average distance
between all haplotypes in the two species will account
for variable rates of evolution among loci. While Gmin is
robust to variable mutation rates, Geneva et al. (2015)
report low power (<0.5) across the range of parameters
they tested. In fact, Gmin was only reported to have any
ability to detect introgression when both the migration
probability and relative migration time are low (Fig-
ure S1 in Geneva et al. 2015). This is likely due to the
fact that as migrant lineages rise in frequency, dXY also
gets lower. As a migrant haplotype approaches fixation,
the ratio of dmin to dXY approaches 1.
To develop a statistic that is both robust to mutation

rate variation and sensitive to low-frequency migrants,
we propose to combine the best aspects of dmin, Gmin,
and RND. Here we introduce RNDmin, defined as:

RNDmin ¼ dmin

dout

Low substitution rates are reflected in shortened
branch lengths to the outgroup, so RNDmin (like RND)
is robust to variable mutation rates. Similarly, like both
dmin and Gmin, RNDmin should be sensitive to even rare
migrant haplotypes. In addition, we expect RNDmin to
be powerful even when migrants are high in frequency.

(a) (b)

dmin

dmin

doutdout

dXY

Fig. 1 Explanation of the statistics used here. In both panels two species are represented, with multiple sampled sequences per spe-
cies. A representative gene genealogy is shown, and divergence to the outgroup is represented by a dotted line. (a) A history with
no migration. Here, dmin is equal to the distance between the closest two lineages coalescing before the speciation event. (b) A history
with migration. Here dmin is equal to the distance between lineages related via introgression. The average value of dXY also goes
down slightly in this case, but importantly dout is no different than in panel a.
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We therefore expect that it will have higher power than
other methods.

Simulations

We used simulations to investigate the statistical prop-
erties of multiple statistics used to detect introgression,
under a variety of migration scenarios. All coalescent
simulations were carried out using the coalescent simu-
lator, msmove (Garrigan & Geneva 2014), a variant of
ms (Hudson 2002). Artificial sequences were generated
with Seq-Gen (Rambaut & Grassly 1997). Statistical
analysis of simulated data as well as the Anopheles data
was conducted with the MVFtools software library
(Pease & Rosenzweig 2015).
We use pM to denote the migration probability (the

fraction of a population composed of migrants), sD the
divergence time of the ancestral populations (measured
in units of effective population size, 4Ne) and sM the
time of the migration event relative to the divergence
time (also in units of 4Ne; migration events are assumed
to occur instantaneously). We assume a sample size of
n = 15 haploid individuals from each population, and
simulate 10 000 loci of 1000 bp in length from each
combination of values in sD 2 {1/4, 2/4,. . .,8},
sM 2 {sD/20, 2sD/20,. . ., 19sD/20}, and pM 2 {0.001,
0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25,. . .,0.8, 0.85, 0.9}. The diver-
gence time of the outgroup was fixed at 40Ne genera-
tions before present.
We also generated a null distribution of values

(n = 200 000 loci) for each divergence time from simula-
tions with no migration (pM = 0). We consider a locus
being tested as “positive” for migration (i.e. significant)
if its test statistic falls in the bottom 5% of the null dis-
tribution of test statistics. When the power of a test is 1
it indicates that every locus simulated with a history of
migration was detected by our test statistic of choice.

Anopheles data

We used a population genomic data set generated by
Fontaine et al. (2015). The data set consisted of samples
from A. quadriannulatus (n = 10 diploid individuals) and
A. arabiensis (n = 12 diploid individuals), with the refer-
ence genome of A. christyi as the outgroup. Each set of
samples from a species was sequenced using Illumina
short-read technology, with mean read-depth of 12.6X
for A. quadriannulatus and 14.8X for A. arabiensis. Reads
from each species were aligned to the reference genome
created for that species (Neafsey et al. 2015), with align-
ments of each reference genome to the A. gambiae refer-
ence used to create a multiple sequence alignment.
Further details of sample collection and sequencing can
be found in Fontaine et al. (2015). Because RNDmin

requires haplotypic data, samples were computationally
phased using BEAGLE (Browning & Browning 2007).
We calculated RNDmin in 50 kb nonoverlapping win-
dows along all five chromosomal arms, with minimum
thresholds for sequence alignment length and number
of samples per species. To identify significant windows,
a null distribution was simulated with a divergence
time of 256Ne generations. This value takes the diver-
gence time estimate of 1.28 million years (Fontaine et al.
2015) and converts it to coalescent units by assuming 10
generations per year (Fontaine et al. 2015) and
Ne = 50 000. The estimate of the effective population
size comes from assuming that the expected value of p
is 4Nel, coupled with the observation that p is approxi-
mately 0.001 in both species (Fontaine et al. 2015) and
per-generation per-site mutation rates are 5 9 10"9 in
Drosophila melanogaster (Schrider et al. 2013). To be con-
servative, we also calculated the null distribution using
simulations with a divergence time of 12Ne generations
(that is, assuming Ne = 1 000 000). In both cases average
dout and dXY were comparable to the values observed in
the Anopheles data set.

Results

Statistical power of tests for introgression

We simulated a wide range of histories of introgression,
from just after the initial species split (sM = 0.90) to long
after this split (sM = 0.05), and including both very high
(pM = 0.9) and very low (pM = 0.1) probabilities of
migration. For all of these histories we calculated FST
(using the formula given in Geneva et al. 2015), dXY,
Gmin, and our new statistic, RNDmin, asking in each case
whether a locus had a significant signature of introgres-
sion for each statistic separately. Because we did not
simulate loci with mutation-rate heterogeneity, dXY and
RND should have exactly the same power, as should
RNDmin and dmin. Therefore, we do not present separate
results for RND and dmin.
Figure 2 reports the power of FST, dXY, Gmin and

RNDmin to detect introgression (results on false posi-
tives are presented in the next section). As expected, all
of the statistics have the highest power when introgres-
sion has been recent and strong: all three statistics
detect ~100% of loci with a history of introgression in
this area of parameter space (the upper left-hand corner
of Fig. 2a–d). When introgression follows closely on the
heels of divergence all three statistics have less power,
likely because not enough sequence differences have
accumulated since the split to distinguish introgressed
loci from the loci in the null distribution. Likewise,
when the probability of migration is lower—which is
equivalent to there being only a small fraction of the
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population composed of migrants at the moment gene
flow occurs—it becomes harder to detect introgressed
loci. This effect is almost completely determined by
whether a sample contains a migrant lineage at a locus:
we used msmove to track the presence of migrant lin-
eages, finding that our ability to identify a locus as
introgressed was highly correlated with the presence of
at least one migrant lineage in the population sampled
(r = 0.73; P < 10"320). When migration probabilities are
low, or even when they are at moderate levels but not
in the recent past, samples simply do not contain the
descendants of migrants. In these cases it is impossible
to detect the footprint of introgression.
Also as expected, the relative power of the three

statistics was RNDmin > Gmin > dXY > FST. We measured

this as the total sum of power values calculated for each
of the 306 parameter combinations tested (17 values of
sM 9 18 values of pM); this can be seen visually as the
fraction of darker squares in Fig. 2a–d. The measure of
the mean sequence divergence between populations,
dXY, had the most power when migrant lineages are
common, but cannot detect the signatures of introgres-
sion contained within rare migrant lineages (Fig. 2b).
Gmin does better at detecting low-frequency migrant lin-
eages, just as it was designed to do (Fig. 2c). The new
statistic introduced here, RNDmin, does better still, espe-
cially increasing power as sM becomes higher (Fig. 2d).
The difference between RNDmin and Gmin can be seen
more clearly in Fig. 3, which shows the difference in
power between the two statistics. While the two mea-

FST Gmin

RNDmin

M

d XY

(a) (c)

(d)(b)

Fig. 2 Comparison of power to detect introgression for four statistics. For all panels, the history simulated was one of species diver-
gence at time sD = 4Ne generations ago, across multiple values of the relative time (sM) and level (pM) of migration. Also for all pan-
els, the power of each test in every square on the grid is given by the colour scale shown to the right. (a) Power of FST to detect
migration. (b) Power of dXY to detect migration. (c) Power of Gmin to detect migration. (d) Power of RNDmin to detect migration.
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sures have similar power over much of parameter
space, RNDmin gains the most power when migration
events occurred close to the divergence time, possibly
because many or most of the sampled lineages have
migrant ancestors.
Our results suggest that all of these tests for introgres-

sion have relatively high power. This is in contrast with
the results reported for Gmin in Geneva et al. (2015),
where the power of this statistic was never greater than
0.5, and then only for an extremely limited portion of
parameter space where both sM and pM were <0.1 (Fig-
ure S1 in Geneva et al. 2015). The difference in results is
entirely due to the different ways used to calculate
power. Geneva et al. (2015) calculated power (referred to
as sensitivity in that paper) as the proportion of simu-
lated loci with migrant lineages with a value of Gmin in
the tail of the distribution of all values of Gmin from simu-
lations with migration. That is, they did not identify out-
liers by referring to a simulated null distribution without
migration, but instead used the distribution of the same
Gmin values with migration (via a Z-test). This necessarily
limits the amount of power this test can have, though if
one assumes introgression has been rare enough in the
genome (such that all migrant lineages lie in the 5% tail
of the sample distribution) the method works well. Note
that if we calculate power in the same way, we reproduce
their results for Gmin exactly (data not shown).
One concern with any method that depends on a sim-

ulated null distribution is the accuracy of such simula-
tions. The dependence on sD can sometimes be
alleviated by coestimating divergence times and gene
flow (e.g. Melo-Ferreira et al. 2012), but such
approaches are not practical with whole-genome data
sets. In all previous results we have calculated power

using null simulations carried out with the correct
value of sD. To test the sensitivity of our results to the
match between our simulations and the true values, in
the next section we examine the behaviour of RNDmin

when sD is misspecified.

Sensitivity of results to accurate null simulations

We simulated two species with a divergence time of
sD = 4Ne generations ago experiencing an introgression
event of magnitude pM = 0.6, at time sM = 0.3 relative
to divergence (i.e. 1.2Ne generations ago). If we simulate
the null distribution of these two species experiencing
no migration and diverging (accurately) at sD = 4Ne, the
power of RNDmin is 86% (Fig. 2d). However, research-
ers will not always know the correct divergence time,
and so we should not expect to achieve this level of
power in all real settings.
In fact, we predict that our power will almost cer-

tainly go down when using data collected from nature.
This is because divergence times are estimated from the
same data that are being tested for introgression: if
introgression is actually occurring, then sequence diver-
gence among our samples will be lower than that
expected given the species split time, and sD will be
underestimated. Since the value of sD used for the null
simulation is now lower than the true value, our power
will go down—this is equivalent to increasing sM (i.e.
moving from left to right across any panel in Fig. 2). To
demonstrate this effect, we calculated the power to
detect introgression using RNDmin when the value of sD
used for simulation varies. Figure 4a demonstrates that,
as predicted, underestimating sD leads to a loss of
power and a reduction in the false positive rate (see
next paragraph). In the extreme, when the value of sD
used in the simulation is the same as the time of intro-
gression (sM = 0.3), we have no power to detect intro-
gression. This is because migrant lineages are not any
more similar in terms of sequence divergence than sim-
ulated nonmigrant lineages.
When sD is higher than the true value, we see no loss

in power. This is because the observation of migrant
lineages is just as surprising at the true value of sD as it
is at higher values. After reaching its theoretical maxi-
mum near sD = 8Ne (when the true value is 4Ne), the
power plateaus. However, this raises the concern that
simulating values of sD that are too high could increase
the false positive rate when there is no migration actu-
ally occurring. To investigate this effect we again simu-
lated two species with a divergence time of sD = 4Ne

generations ago, but with no introgression; this is
equivalent to the null simulations used in Fig. 2. We
then asked what fraction of these simulated loci lie in
the lower tail of the distribution of additional null sim-

P
ercent 

im
provem

ent

Fig. 3 Relative improvement in power to detect introgression
using RNDmin over Gmin. The percent improvement in each cell
is given by the colour scale to the right. Values represent the
results from Fig. 2d relative to Fig. 2c.
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ulations with no introgression, but with varying values
of sD. Figure 4b shows that when sD is underestimated,
there is no increase in false positives. Conversely, when
sD is overestimated there is an increase in false posi-
tives because observed sequences are more similar than
expected. While this is a general concern, in practice we
believe that researchers are more likely to under- than
over-estimate sD when there is any gene flow whatso-
ever. If there is no gene flow, a conservative approach
would be to use the lower-bound of whatever estimate
of sD has been made.

Introgressive hybridization in Anopheles

We obtained whole-genome sequence data from multi-
ple individuals in each of the sister species A. arabiensis
and A. quadriannulatus (Fontaine et al. 2015). All of the
A. quadriannulatus individuals were collected in Zim-
babwe, while the A. arabiensis individuals were col-
lected in Tanzania, Cameroon, and Burkina Faso
(Table S4 in Fontaine et al. 2015). These sampling loca-
tions reflect the much smaller species range of
A. quadriannulatus, which is found only in southern
Africa. We looked for signals of recent introgression
using our new statistic, RNDmin, calculated in 50-kb
windows across all five chromosome arms in the
Anopheles genome (Fig. 5).
The average value of dXY between A. arabiensis and

A. quadriannulatus was 0.0397 and the average distance
to A. christyi (i.e. dout) was 0.2263. The average of
RNDmin was 0.154 across the genome, with values of

0.155 and 0.145 on the autosomes and X, respectively.
The X value is within the range of the individual auto-
somal averages (range 2R = 0.141 to 2L = 0.168), which
is as expected since dividing by divergence to the out-
group controls for chromosome-specific differences in
substitution rates. The range of RNDmin among individ-
ual 50-kb windows was from 0.013 to 0.362, which is
much larger than that of our null simulations (0.078–
0.304 assuming 256Ne generations since divergence and
0.065–0.222 assuming 12Ne generations). Also as
expected (Hudson & Coyne 2002), there is little incom-
plete lineage sorting after even 12Ne generations, so we
have good power to detect outliers given the estimated
divergence time between these species.
We detected three main regions with low outlier val-

ues of RNDmin from the middle of chromosome arms:
on chromosome 3L from 23–24 Mb, on the X at
13.85 Mb, and on 3R at 32.5 Mb (Fig. 5). All three of
these regions show significantly reduced values of
RNDmin using cut-offs generated by either of our null
simulations (P < 0.001 for both), and are therefore
strongly suggestive of recent introgression. We were
more cautious in our interpretation of low values near
the centromeres and telomeres, as these regions can
show low values of divergence because of linked selec-
tion in the ancestral population of A. arabiensis and
A. quadriannulatus (Begun et al. 2007; Cruickshank &
Hahn 2014). Unfortunately, comparisons with the
outgroup do not appear to control as well for these
reductions, possibly because the effect of reduced diver-
gence in low-recombination regions becomes smaller

(a)
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(b)

Fig. 4 Power and robustness of RNDmin when sD is misspecified. (a) A history with migration. The two lineages split at time sD = 1
(vertical dotted line), measured in units of 4Ne generations, and migration occurred at time sM = 0.3 (arrow). For null simulations
conducted across multiple values in sD 2 {0.25, 0.5,. . .,2}, the power to detect true positives is reported. (b) A history with no migra-
tion. The two lineages again split at time sD = 1, and again null simulations are conducted across multiple values in sD 2 {0.25,
0.5,. . .,2}. In this case no migration occurred, and we therefore report the rate at which false positives were reported.
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with longer divergence times to the outgroup. In addi-
tion, the pericentromeric and peritelomeric regions of
the Anopheles gambiae reference genome have lower
quality assemblies, and therefore we expect more vari-
ability in such regions simply due to this factor. There
were few genes with annotated functions in our candi-
date introgressed loci, largely because of the dearth of
annotated genes in the Anopheles genome. One of the
only annotated genes was inside the X chromosome
“introgression island”: septin 4 is a nucleotide binding
protein that regulates cytoskeletal organization; this
might point to a possible role in adaptation to the envi-
ronment. Further work will have to be done to charac-
terize the functions of other genes in these regions
before inferences about the types of genes that intro-
gress across species boundaries can be made.

Discussion

Detecting regions of the genome introgressed between
taxa has become an important task, not least because of
the growing realization that these may be more com-
mon than previously believed (Mallet et al. 2016) and
that they may often be adaptive (Hedrick 2013). Because
introgression homogenizes sequences between species,
detecting such regions against a background of nonin-
trogressing DNA appears to be a straightforward task.
However, due to variation in mutation rates, recent
split times between species, and low-frequency migrant
haplotypes, many tests can lack power or can be
nonspecific. Our aim in this paper was to introduce a
new statistic that will have high power but that will
also lead to few false positives.

The “minimum sequence distance” family of statistics
considered here provide a powerful complement to the
D- and F-statistics now in common use for detecting
introgression (Huson et al. 2005; Reich et al. 2009; Green
et al. 2010; Durand et al. 2011; Patterson et al. 2012;
Pease & Hahn 2015). While D- and F-statistics are
appropriate for trios (or quartets) of related taxa, they
rely on underlying discordant topologies to detect intro-
gression. The statistics discussed here (dmin, Gmin, and
RNDmin) can detect introgression even between sister
species, but of course could be used among any pair of
species in larger clades (e.g. Geneva et al. 2015). Fur-
thermore, these statistics can identify instances of com-
plete replacement by introgressed alleles. Other allele-
frequency methods such as the F-statistics of Reich et al.
(2009), in contrast, are effective only when introgressed
alleles remain polymorphic in all populations. At the
moment none of these statistics (except those intro-
duced by Pease & Hahn 2015) can determine the direc-
tion of introgression.
Unlike methods based on topologies, pairwise meth-

ods require coalescent simulations to generate a null
expectation, and their type I and type II error rates are
strongly dependent on the choice of sD in these simula-
tions. Care must be taken, therefore, that accurate diver-
gence times are estimated for the taxa under
consideration. These simulations also make many sim-
plifying assumptions about demographic histories and
heterogeneity in recombination rates; further work will
be needed to explore how such complexities might
affect statistical properties of these tests. Furthermore,
these methods require phased haplotypes to accurately
calculate sequence distances, an extra experimental (or
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computational) step not required by D- and F-statistics,
or by allele-frequency-based methods such as FST.
All minimum-distance methods will fail to detect

introgression in cases where the introgressed sequence
is highly conserved. No matter how many samples are
considered, the minimum distance will be indistin-
guishable from the expectation under the null model.
This is also the reason that all such methods have the
lowest power when introgression occurs soon after the
species split: there has been little time for the accumula-
tion of nucleotide substitutions, and introgressed
regions will not stand out from the background. Con-
versely, without correcting for the average substitution
rate in a region, regions with low rates can appear to be
introgressed when larger numbers of substitutions have
accumulated across the genome, even when no intro-
gression has occurred. This is the logic behind the origi-
nal RND statistic (Feder et al. 2005), which normalizes
the sequence divergence between pairs of species poten-
tially exchanging genes using divergence to an out-
group. Although this method has most often been used
to find regions that are not introgressing when gene
exchange seems widespread (e.g. Nachman & Payseur
2012; Carneiro et al. 2014), here we have used it to
ensure the robustness of our statistic for identifying
regions that are introgressing.
We found that RNDmin had high power to detect

introgression across much of the parameter space
examined (Fig. 2c). Surprisingly, we also found that
Gmin had high power (Fig. 2b), contrary with what
had been reported by the authors of the paper describ-
ing this statistic (Geneva et al. 2015). This apparent dif-
ference is due to the way that power was calculated
in the two papers (see Results for details); all findings
are consistent if we assume that introgression is very
rare and calculate power in the same manner as Gen-
eva et al. (2015). We believe that the calculations car-
ried out here are more biologically relevant to the task
of detecting introgression. While RNDmin does offer a
modest increase in power over Gmin (Fig. 3), we were
also surprised that it did not do better in comparison.
Our expectation was that Gmin would not be able to
detect high-frequency migrant lineages, as these would
lower both dmin and dXY and consequently Gmin would
approach 1. An explanation for the ability of Gmin to
detect such cases lies in the observation that at short
divergence times (i.e. low sD)—even without introgres-
sion—this statistic can be much less than 1 (see Fig. 2
in Geneva et al. 2015). If we imagine the case where
the migrant lineage becomes fixed at a locus, then the
value of Gmin at this locus will be equivalent to a
divergence time of sM because this is the time at
which all lineages between the species last shared a
common ancestor. And at low sD, Gmin will be appre-

ciably lower than 1, as stated above. Therefore, even
this statistic has more power than anticipated to detect
high-frequency migrant lineages. We conclude that
there is likely to be no noticeable different between
Gmin and RNDmin applied to data from nature.
Using single reference genomes and D-statistics, Fon-

taine et al. (2015) identified three major introgression
events among lineages in the Anopheles gambiae species
complex (see also Wen et al. in press to this special
issue). While one of these events involved A. quadriannu-
latus and two involved A. arabiensis, no gene flow was
reported between these two species. However, D-statis-
tics cannot detect introgression between sister species, so
it is not surprising that none was detected between
A. quadriannulatus and A. arabiensis. Despite the fact that
A. quadriannulatus is only found in southeastern Africa
(the samples used here were collected in Zimbabwe), the
much larger distribution of A. arabiensis fully overlaps
this range (Lanzaro & Lee 2013; the samples used here
came from Tanzania, Cameroon, and Burkina Faso).
There are reports of low levels of hybridization in nature
between these species (<0.1%; White 1974; Coluzzi et al.
1979), and A. arabiensis appears to have recently hybri-
dized with other species in the complex (Weetman et al.
2014), so finding introgression is certainly plausible.
Using RNDmin, we were able to identify at least three
good candidates for introgressed regions. Though there
are no genes with recognizably interesting functions in
these regions, one important observation is that there is
evidence for introgression on the X chromosome.
A. quadriannulatus and A. arabiensis differ on the X by a
compound inversion, denoted Xbcd, but the location of
the introgressed window we identified lies outside (dis-
tal) to the breakpoints of this inversion (Fontaine et al.
2015). Therefore, much like the pattern previously found
between A. arabiensis and the ancestor of A. gambiae
(which also differ in the presence of the Xag inversion;
Fontaine et al. 2015), there is evidence for introgression
on the X only outside inverted regions. This further sup-
ports the role of inversions in reducing gene flow
between species (Noor et al. 2001; Rieseberg 2001).
The ability to identify the regions and genes intro-

gressing (and not introgressing) between species has
been a major contribution of genomics to the study of
hybridization. Through these genes, the hope is that we
will begin to understand the evolutionary forces that
promote or inhibit the sharing of genes among species,
and therefore be able to better understand the processes
promoting and inhibiting species divergence.
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